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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce the Shared Wireless In-
fostation Model (SWIM), which extends the Infostation model by
incorporating information replication, storage, and diffusion into
a mobile ad hoc network architecture with intermittent connec-
tivity. SWIM is able to reduce the delay of packet delivery at the
expense of increased storage at the network nodes. Furthermore,
SWIM improves the overall capacity–delay tradeoff by only mod-
erately increasing the storage requirements. This tradeoff is exam-
ined here in the context of a practical application—acquisition of
telemetry data from radio-tagged whales. To reduce the storage re-
quirements, without affecting the network delay, we propose and
study a number of schemes for deletion of obsolete information
from the network nodes. In particular, through the use of Markov
chains, we compare the performance of five such storage deletion
schemes, which, by increasing the computational complexity of the
routing algorithm, mitigate the storage requirements. The results
of our study will allow a network designer to implement such a
system and to tune its performance in a delay-tolerant environment
with intermittent connectivity, as to ensure with some chosen level
of confidence that the information is successfully carried through
the mobile network and delivered within some time period.

Index Terms—Animal monitoring, biological data acquisition,
capacity-delay tradeoff, data dissemination, delay-tolerant net-
works, epidemic modelling, epidemic routing, flooding, sensor
networks, sparse networks, stochastic routing, store-carry-for-
ward, SWIM, wireless Infostation model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE CAPACITY of ad hoc networks has been extensively
studied in the technical literature. For example, in fixed

networks, Gupta and Kumar [11] proved the rather pessimistic
result that as the number of nodes, , per unit area increases,
the throughput of each connection decreases at the rate on the
order of . Grossglauser and Tse [10] showed that by in-
troducing node mobility and exploiting multiuser relaying, the
long-term throughput for source-destination pairs can remain
constant as the node density increases. In order to provide this
constant throughput, messages propagated in their network
travel at most two hops: eventually, either the source node can
directly reach the destination, or the source sends the message
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to a relay node and the relay node is able to directly reach the
destination. Of course, to support a constant throughput, the
packet delay may be arbitrarily large. Arpacioglu and Haas [2],
[27] established that generally a desired end-to-end throughput
is not achievable as increases unless the average number
of hops between a source and a destination is bounded by a
constant, and the area grows with at the rate
if , or if , where is the network area
and is the radio propagation decay exponent.

Grossglauser and Tse designed their constant-throughput
system [10] based on the idea that maximizing throughput in-
volves scheduling transmissions over sufficiently good quality
paths.1 Since information is not passed until the nodes are
sufficiently close to one another, their scheme can be viewed as
constructing a virtual link between the source and destination
nodes, a virtual link that is enabled by nodes’ mobility. The
Infostation model proposed by researchers at WINLAB at Rut-
gers University exploits an idea where users are able to connect
only within a small distance from ports or Infostations [7], [9],
[13]. These Infostations are distributed throughout the network
coverage area, offering only geographically intermittent cov-
erage, but with very high signal quality that allows very high
data rates for communication between nodes and Infostations.

In this paper, we evaluate a new communication paradigm,
which we term the Shared Wireless Infostation Model (SWIM).
The SWIM model introduces information sharing among the
network nodes through the processes of replication, storing,
and diffusing of information throughout the network nodes. In
fact, the mobile nodes serve as physical carriers of information
within the Infostation environment. The SWIM model uses
virtual links created by mobility, similar to the model in [10],
as well as physical links between nearby nodes. Thus, it is
essentially a marriage of the Infostation model with the ad hoc
networking technology [12]. The nodes function cooperatively
in creation of a network, for example, a sensor network [1],
[21], [22], in order to improve the delivery of packets to their
destinations. When, due to their mobility, two nodes come into
communication distance, the nodes exchange their stored infor-
mation, storing a single copy of each packet at each node. Later,
when one of the network nodes carrying the packet reaches
the vicinity of a collection station, the packet is offloaded to
the collection station. Thus, only one replica of the packet
needs to reach only one collection station to be successfully
offloaded. Since only one of the replicas of each packet needs to
be offloaded, SWIM allows the network to reduce the delay at
the expense of, what we will see later is, a reasonable increase

1Meaning, short paths, with path length of at most two hops.
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in the storage requirement.2 To increase the probability that a
packet is recovered from the network, a number of collection
stations can be strategically distributed throughout the network
coverage area. Distribution of the collection stations should
be done in a way that maximizes the chances of packets being
offloaded.3

II. SWIM NETWORK OF WHALE TAGS

Motivated by the fact that education about marine mammals,
their environment and their preservation is currently a key con-
cern for many groups, such as the “Save the Whales” organiza-
tion, we chose to illustrate the SWIM framework by applying
SWIM to the practical problem of data acquisition from radio-
tagged whales [26]. Miniature electronic sensing and transmit-
ting tags are implanted into whales, for the purpose of collecting
biological or environmental data. These data need to be recov-
ered from the tags and delivered to the marine biologists, which
is usually done using radio telemetry [19].

The use of radio tags for habitat monitoring and animal
tracking has existed for many years.4 However, recent techno-
logical advances allow sufficient miniaturization of the sensors,
so that many sensing units can be deployed at any time, cre-
ating the opportunity for formation of sensor networks [16].
Sensors can be deployed prior to the animal breeding season,
or at another less sensitive period, and data can be retrieved
by propagating within the sensor network to data collection
points. Furthermore, data retrieving and sensor programming
could be done with little human intervention. In this way, the
sensor networks are less disruptive to the environment, allowing
less biased measurements. It is also more economical, since
with sensor networks less personnel is needed to monitor the
systems.

In the Infostation model, users can connect to collection sta-
tions, which provide strong radio signal reception in small and
disjoint geographical areas and, as a result, offer very high data
rates to users in those areas. However, due to the lack of con-
tinuous coverage, these high data rates come at the expense of
providing intermittent connectivity only. This may cause signif-
icant delay in the delivery of packets since a node that wishes
to transmit data may be located outside the coverage area of the
stations for an extended period of time. To reduce delay, these
systems trade delay for capacity by varying the degree of con-
nectivity and by exploiting the mobility of the nodes.

Although some increased delay can be tolerated in the whale
radio tag application, if the delay is too long, the data will likely
be lost. The tags, like the one shown in Fig. 1, are foreign ob-
jects injected into the whales, which are typically expelled from
the host’s body within 3 to 3 1/2 months, and are lost. More-
over, the amount of collected data prevents the storage of data
from prolonged measurement periods without data offloading.
Therefore, data retrieval must occur through transmissions from

2Note that much of a node’s storage is occupied by other nodes’ information.
Thus, such a system requires high degree of cooperation among the network
nodes.

3By placing the collection stations near areas that are frequented often by the
nodes.

4UK Wildlife-Tracking. http://www.wildlife-tracking.co.uk/, and H.A.B.I.T.
Research. http://www.habitresearch.com/

Fig. 1. Whale tag prototype, to be delivered using a crossbow.

the tag while it remains attached to the whale. If we were to use
the Infostation model, where a user must physically travel to
the vicinity of a collection station to communicate, this could
lead to a significant delay in our whale tag application. Thus,
to address our application requirements and to reduce the in-
formation offloading delay, we extend the Infostation model by
allowing sharing of data among the network nodes. This is the
essence of SWIM—through the sharing of information among
the network nodes, the nodes are used as carriers to effectively
diffuse the information throughout the network, so that the re-
trieval of the information can be done in a more timely manner.

The radio tags of a SWIM network form a partially-connected
network and are designed to collect sensor data continuously
and to store these data in time-stamped packets that can be
copied between nodes. For example, desirable physiological
data concerning the whales include body temperature, heartbeat,
and diving depth, while environmental data include illumina-
tion level, temperature, and salinity of the water. The radio
tags are custom made with Texas Instruments MSP430F149
microprocessors, which allow monitoring of many different
sensors, reprogramming in the field, and optimistically have a
range of 1–2 km.

SWIM is an example of a delay-tolerant network, where
paths rarely exist with all their links being available at the
same time. This type of network is recently gaining increased
interest, as evident by the Delay Tolerant Networking Research
Group which was chartered by the Internet Research Task
Force in October 2002. In their Internet draft, Cerf et al. discuss
the architecture for delay tolerant networks based on the func-
tionality of the U.S. Postal Service. Some systems, such as the
Zebranet project [14] and the Manatee project [3], have been
studied, which like SWIM explore the use of mobility to facil-
itate communication. In such systems with sparse networking
topologies, small groups of tags are able to communicate, but
most of the other tags remain isolated with no connectivity.
Occasionally, tags get close to collection stations and offload
their data.

Clearly, by allowing the copies of the packet to be stored
within the memory of the mobile nodes, the time until one of
the replicas reaches a collection station can be significantly re-
duced. However, this comes at a price; spreading of the packets
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to other nodes consumes network resources, such as capacity
and storage. Thus, again, we are faced with the capacity–delay
tradeoff. SWIM lets us control this tradeoff by controlling the
parameters of the spread, for example, the probability of packet
transmission between two adjacent nodes, the transmission
range of each node, or the number and distribution of the col-
lection stations. In this paper, we examine the tradeoff between
the amount of storage used at the nodes and the network delay,
and we compare it with the traditional Infostation model, for a
particular reduction in delay.

In Section III, we first develop methods to analytically cal-
culate the probability distribution of the packets’ lifetime in the
SWIM system. Section IV confirms that these analytical dis-
tributions match well with the actual empirical distributions of
the networks. In general, we expect the storage capacity neces-
sary for the SWIM model to increase, relative to the traditional
Infostation model, since in the SWIM model packets are copied
on many nodes, although the time necessary to store a packet,
before it is offloaded is much smaller. Therefore, the overall
and relative storage requirements of the two schemes cannot be
easily predicted. We illustrate the tradeoff between storage and
packet delay in Section V.

Section VI shows that on an individual packet level, the
storage requirement is further improved by schemes that wisely
discard obsolete packets. For example, a node may selectively
discard the information in its memory, when there is sufficiently
high probability that the information has already been offloaded
to one of the collection stations by another node. A node may
also retain the identifier of the packet that it offloaded, so that
in the future it would refuse information that it had stored
previously. Section VII examines the entire system at once, by
incorporating individual packet results into queueing methods,
to obtain a distribution for the number of packets in a node’s
queue. These results allow a network designer to appropriately
size the storage of a node, as to account for variation in the
queue sizes and to ensure that at most a small fraction of the
packets is lost due to buffer overflow.

III. DATA PROPAGATION MODEL

Data that is collected on a whale tag is stored locally. As a
whale comes in close proximity to another whale, the stored in-
formation is transmitted with some “probability of packet trans-
mission,” , and is stored in the recipient whale tag’s memory
as well. As the whales migrate throughout the system, a whale
that surfaces and comes in close contact with one of the collec-
tion stations, offloads all the data in its memory5 onto the col-
lection station. Appropriately placing collection stations close
to feeding areas, allows the devices to upload the data at high
data-rate for longer periods of time as the whales feed and so-
cialize near the surface of the water.

If the packets are shared with probability , then when-
ever two whales are close to each other all packets are trans-
mitted, so we experience the largest delay reduction and the
highest increase in storage requirement of the system. Sharing

5Whether its own data or data from other whales.

with probability represents the original Infostation archi-
tecture. Thus, by sharing packets with probabilities between 0
and 1, SWIM can achieve different instantiations of the tradeoff
between network capacity and network delay. The performance
of the system for varying values of is examined in [23], how-
ever, due to space limitations, we will consider in this paper only
the case of links with sufficient capacity, i.e., .

Typically, the collection stations are placed on buoys and float
on the water.6 To meet the delay requirements, several collection
stations should be placed within the habitat. After receiving and
storing the information from the whales, the collection stations
transmit the information to shore, either by coordination with
other collection stations,7 or directly to a satellite,8 whenever
a satellite passes overhead.9 Collection stations could alterna-
tively be placed on seabirds, flying high above the water. Such
collection stations would then be mobile, and the data would
be gathered from the mobile collection stations at the known
roosting grounds of these seabirds.

The lifetime of a packet in the network varies considerably
depending on the mobility patterns of the whales, which are
specific to the species of whales under consideration. One
might expect nearly daily surfacing near collection stations for
whales off the coast of the Hawaiian islands, leading to delays
on the order of hours. Whereas, migratory whales may only
visit known feeding grounds twice a year, so packets may be in
the system on the order of months. Clearly, the SWIM system
needs to be designed accordingly to bring down the offloading
time to a sufficiently small value.

In order to study the lifetimes of packets, which we define as
the time from packet creation until its first offloading, we model
the propagation of each packet of data information generated by
a whale tag as the spread of one infectious disease. Epidemio-
logical models have been previously studied for networks [18],
[24], concentrating on the time from the initial outbreak of a dis-
ease until all infected subjects have been healed and on threshold
probabilities of outbreaks of epidemic messages. Here, we study
metrics that might be more relevant to a network engineer, such
as the delay until the first copy of a packet is offloaded, but we
are not interested in what happened thereafter.10 A whale is “in-
fected” (in state ) if it has a copy of the data packet stored in its
memory. A whale is “susceptible” to infection (in state ) if it
does not yet have a copy stored in its memory, but could poten-
tially acquire the packet from another whale. A whale is “recov-
ered” or healed from the disease (in state ) if it has offloaded
the packet to a collection station. A packet can be stored at most
once on each tag (one cannot be infected multiple times with

6Note that the communication between whale-embedded radio tags should
use acoustic transmission, alleviating the need for the whales to surface to com-
municate.

7Forming another network of a “higher tier.”
8The buoys consist of two parts, the above-the-water part, which communi-

cate with the satellite through radio frequencies, and the below-the-water part,
which communicates with the radio tags through acoustic frequencies.

9Note that the use of satellite for collecting data from collection stations rather
than from the radio tags is significantly easier, as the collection stations are al-
ways above the water and no time synchronization between the transmitter and
the receiving satellite is required.

10This is analogous to the case of a single disease and the time at which one
subject recovers from the disease.
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Fig. 2. Markov chain model of an infectious disease with susceptible, infected,
and recovered states.

the same disease). By storing the unique identifiers of the pre-
viously received packets, a whale may become “immune” to re-
ceiving the same packet again. Using this modeling of the packet
sharing, we are able to use formulae from epidemiology to find
the probability that a packet is offloaded (the node is “healed”)
as a function of the time it has spent in the system.

In Fig. 2, the represents the number of whales in the state
at time , represents the number of whales in the state at

time , and represents the number of whales in the state
at time . is the average contact rate between two whales, per
whale. The recovery rate, labeled as , is the per-whale rate of
contacts between a whale and any collection station. Since the
transition into state has the rate and the transition out of
state has the rate ,11 we can write the following differential
flow-preservation equation:

(1)

to represent this system. Note that once a copy reaches (i.e.,
it has been offloaded), the rates change. So the S-I-R model is
invalid after that time. The S-I-R model is investigated further
in [5].

We assume that there are randomly placed collection sta-
tions in our network of coverage area of , and that two whales,
or a whale and a collection station, can communicate with one
another if the distance between them is not larger than or ,
respectively. Let be a random variable representing the time
that a packet spends in the system before it is offloaded, i.e., the
time from the packet creation until its first copy is offloaded to
a collection station. Since initially we consider only one unique
packet in the system, at time only one whale carries the
packet, and since any one of the whales is either in the state

or in the state , then

for

for and

By solving the differential (1), applied to the rates of the
Markov chain in Fig. 2, we find an analytical form for .
Then, assuming independent increments, we derive another
differential equation for the cumulative distribution function

, which represents the probability that the packet is
offloaded by time . We solve the equation using the initial
condition that system area , which is the
probability of a whale being placed within the range, , of any
of the collection stations at time . The formula for the
resulting function is given by

(2)

11Note that the parameter  grows linearly with the number of collection sta-
tions.

Fig. 3. Probability functions of T , the time from packet creation until
offloading, for different numbers of collection stations in the system.

where .
For example, if , this means there is proba-

bility 0.5 that a packet is offloaded in 300 time-steps or less.
By using the inverse of this function, we can choose a desired
probability12 and find the value for which

. This means that by the time , the packet will
be offloaded with probability . After time , the packets
are erased from the system and are no longer considered; there-
fore the “loss probability” of a unique packet in the system is
equal to .

IV. SIMULATING THE NETWORK DELAY

We model the network area as a torus, i.e., a rectangular area
with edges that wrap around. Thus, a whale that swims off the
right edge re-enters at the left edge; similar wrap exists for the
top and the bottom edges. The mobility patterns of the whales
determines the values of the contact parameters and in (2).
We use a simple mobility pattern, the random linear mobility,
which is a variant of the random waypoint model [4] with pause
time 0. This pattern is used to examine some common
properties. In the simulation, the whales swim in straight lines
for a fixed number of time-steps, , with a randomly chosen
speed up to and in a random direction. Every time-steps,
a new speed and a new direction are chosen for each whale.

At the beginning of the simulation, one whale carries the only
replica of the packet. At every iteration, if a whale carrying the
packet is within the infection range of another whale, the packet
is replicated at the other whale. If any whale carrying the packet
is within infection range of a collection station, then the simu-
lation is stopped, and the time, , is recorded as the lifetime of
the packet. The simulation is run many times, and the lifetime
statistics is compiled, resulting in the empirical probability func-
tion . As one would expect, the curves are steeper
(representing shorter delay) as the number of whales and as the
number of collection stations increase. Fig. 3 shows the empir-
ical curves for different numbers of collection stations,

. In this example, swimming speeds of the whales
are chosen between 0 to 6 units per time-step on a 300 units by
300 units toroidal area, the reception radius of the whale tags
is 7.5 units, the reception radius of each station is 15 units,

12We refer to P as confidence level.
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Fig. 4. Effect of different collection station arrangements on the cumulative
distribution F (T ).

and the number of time-steps in a consistent direction, , for
the random linear mobility model is 15. In order to validate the
empirical , we determine the contact rates of and from
the simulation. Then we use these contact rates in the theoretical
formula of , (1). The analytical curves for the theoretical

are also shown in Fig. 3. Notice that most of the devia-
tions between the empirical and analytical distributions
occur due to the averaging of many whale-whale contact rates
into one constant term . More accurate calculations where
is expressed a function of the system state will be introduced in
Section VI.

A more realistic mobility model captures the physical
whale behavior [17] by incorporating feeding grounds. In
this enhanced model, three issues govern the direction of the
whales’ positions at any time: migration in a specified direc-
tion, grouping of whales, and direction to the nearest feeding
ground. Females tend to group together with other females,
while grown males tend to be more solitary in their behavior
and group with females, but not with other males [6]. Whales
are attracted to feeding grounds, when they are hungry. Inside
the feeding grounds, whales move slowly and sometimes stop.
When a whale becomes less hungry, it can leave the grounds for
a significant time before returning. In our simulation, direction
for the whales’ mobility is determined by a weighted vector
sum of the direction of migration, of the direction to the nearest
female, and of the direction the nearest feeding area.

Since the whales are attracted to the centers of the feeding
grounds, they are more likely to offload their packet if the col-
lection station is placed inside the feeding grounds. Such placing
of the collection stations can significantly reduce the delay. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 4 by comparing the “Center of feeding
grounds” and the “Near to feeding grounds” curves to the “Uni-
form random” curve. Obviously, the location of the collection
stations is a very significant parameter in the performance of
the system. The grouping of whales can also significantly affect
the delay, since more grouping promotes more sharing of data
and a higher number of copies in the system reduces the time
until the first copy is offloaded to a collection station. However,
more storage is required.

Up to now, we have assumed that the collection stations
are fixed in their locations. Another possible model considers
mobile collection stations; for example, collection stations
mounted on seabirds that glide above the ocean along the

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution curves with varying speeds of the mobile
collection stations.

turbulent air above the waves. Fig. 5 shows that increasing the
speed of the mobile collection stations has a positive effect
on the packet offload time, when both collection stations and
whales use the random linear mobility pattern. As there is more
opportunity for contact as the speed of the collection stations
increases, the value of is reduced and, therefore, the storage
requirements are reduced as well. Note that the trends observed
in this set of curves are highly dependent on the relative mo-
bility patterns of the whales and the collection stations.

V. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Equipped with the curves, the information about the
contact rate between the whales, and the contact rate between
the whales and the collection stations, we are able to calculate
the expected storage usage for all the copies of a unique packet
for a desired confidence level of the packet delivery, . As
an example, suppose that the designer specifies ,
then is the time necessary to wait in order to
achieve offloading with probability of 0.9. This should be the
“expiration time” of the packet and its replicas, which is the
value of the Time-To-Live ( ) field. The is inserted
in the packet at the time of creation and decreased at every
time-step. When the packet is passed to another node, the re-
maining value of is passed on to the replica. Note that this
eliminates the need for a global clock, because the is ad-
justed by each node individually. When , any replica
of the packet remaining in the network is discarded.

A quick, though somewhat naïve, approach for calculating the
storage usage for the system involves estimation of the packet
lifetime and use of Little’s formula to calculate the average
number of packets in the system at the offloading time. The
number of packets in the system at offloadings is a random vari-
able, in general, with its variance greater than 0. However, we
choose to use the average number in the system as a first order
approximation estimate of the actual value.13

As an example, suppose that 10 whales are tagged and placed
uniformly at random at each time-step, in an area of 900 km
with 1 collection station. The reception range of the radio tags
is 1.4 km and the reception range of the collection stations is
3 km. This can be modeled as a system with whales,
and collection station. From the corresponding

13More precise values for storage usage in the system will be calculated later.
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Fig. 6. Necessary storage requirements and times packets remain in the system
using SWIM versus the non-sharing model.

curve, we find that . The “expiration time” of the
packets should therefore be set to 78 time-steps. Suppose further
that each whale generates a packet every 30 time-steps. Using
Little’s formula with generation rate packets per time-
steps per whale, the expected number of all the packet replicas
in the system is of whales packets .

An estimate of the number of copies of each packet in the
system, , is the expected number of whales infected with
the packet at the time of offloading. It can be shown from our
simulation that in this case. This number assists
us in the calculation of the storage used by every radio device,
which is duplicates different packets bytes/packet

bytes/packet kB/whale.
Recall that in this example, the probability of sharing packets

between close-by whales is 1, so the results correspond to the
largest delay decrease and the largest storage usage of the SWIM
model. Fig. 6 shows that the increase in storage is very reason-
able for the achieved, relatively large, decrease in delay. The
advantage of SWIM is even more pronounced as the number of
whales increases.

In Fig. 6, the pure Infostation model with no data replica-
tion is termed the “non-sharing case.” While in this case, the
per-whale storage usage remains the same as the number of
whales increases, the storage usage in the SWIM case grows
slightly due to more packet replications. However, this increased
storage is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the duration of the
packet’s storage in the system is reduced as well, i.e., in SWIM,
there are more packet copies in the network, but they remain for
a shorter time. Thus, the overall resulting increase in the storage
is mild.

The packet lifetime for the non-sharing system is constant
over the different numbers of whales, since more whales in the
system offer no advantage, i.e., every whale must itself reach the
collection station to offload its packets. However, SWIM repli-
cates packets among the network nodes, so for more whales,
there will be more copies of a packet in the network. Thus,
SWIM achieves smaller delays as the number of whales in-
creases.

In practice, one would want to include additional storage in
the memory calculation to account for statistical variability in
the number of packets stored in a tag.14 This additional storage,
not accounted for in our simple approach in this section, will

14Since the loss due to buffer overflow is not negligible.

be considered when we reexamine our storage evaluation in the
following sections.

VI. PACKET DISCARDING STRATEGIES

There are numerous methods that could be used to model the
packet generation, storage, and discarding. We consider here
five possible methods: JUST_TTL, FULL_ERASE, IMMUNE,
IMMUNE_TX, and VACCINE. These methods are progres-
sively more complex, while at the same time progressively
improving the performance of one another. In all of these
methods, the original packet and all of its copies that exist in
the system are discarded time-steps after
the original packet was created. The JUST_TTL method has no
other features than the discarding at time of all the copies,
which remain in the system by that time. The FULL_ERASE
method discards the copy of the packet completely from the
offloading node just after it has been offloaded to a collection
station. In this scheme, a whale is able to receive the packet,
offload and discard it, then receive that packet again from
another whale. Like FULL_ERASE, the IMMUNE method
discards the packet when it is offloaded, but keeps an identifier
of the offloaded packet, so it will not accept that packet again.
We refer to this identifier as an “antipacket,”15 since it prevents
re-infection with the packet. IMMUNE_TX discards the packet
when offloaded, keeping the antipacket, like IMMUNE, but it
also shares this antipacket with other whales that carry copies
of that packet. This means that if a whale is infected with the
packet, it may receive an identifier “antipacket” from a second
whale saying a copy of the packet has already been offloaded.
The packet would then be discarded, and the identifier kept on
the first whale. Finally, the VACCINE method shares all of the
packets and the antipackets when within transmission range,
whether the packet is already stored at the receiving whale or
not.

The simple model of Fig. 2 is not adequate to represent these
complicated schemes and possibly elaborate whale mobility
patterns, so we choose to extend it to Markov chains that have
more precise representation of the contact parameters and the
system state. From this point on, we will use the parameters

, for to capture the dependence of the value
of the rate parameters on the system state.16 is the average
time interval between the state of the system with infected
whales and the state of the system with infected whales,
without the packet being offloaded. To determine the values of

for our mobility and system models, we ran a simulation
of the mobility pattern numerous times and recorded the time
from when the system entered the state until it enters the
state . The average of these times gave us the .
Next, we formulate discrete Markov chain models representing
the discarding methods described earlier. It is assumed in these
models that at most one replication event occurs per time-step
of the simulation. Let equal the time of one time-step in the
simulation, which we make small enough, so that the condition

holds. This ensures that only one event occurs per
one time-step. If , or , then our models

15Similar to antibody of a biological agent.
16Rather than the single contact rate, �.
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Fig. 7. JUST_TTL Markov chain: no invalidation.

become invalid, since transitions between nonadjacent states
need to be included. In what follows, we discuss the states and
the transitions among the states for the five sharing/discarding
methods of SWIM.

A. Method 1: JUST_TTL

As shown in Fig. 7, the states in this model are all labeled as
, , where indicates that no packet is marked

as “offloaded to a collection station” or “recovered.” Even if a
copy of the packet is offloaded, the packet is not marked and the
replicas continue to exist in the network. The variable indicates
the number of copies of the packet in the system, e.g., a system
in state would have 3 copies, meaning the original packet
would have been shared twice.

The mean time from state to is , so this means
that the transitions from state to state occur with prob-
ability in the discrete Markov chain. We can calcu-
late the probabilities of state at time , for all

, and . The initial conditions are
and for all . The model is valid for
time-steps, after which, all copies of the packets are discarded
from the system, so all of the probabilities are then 0.

for

for

B. Method 2: FULL_ERASE

We realize that when a packet copy has been offloaded once,
future offloadings are unproductive. For this reason, packets
may be discarded as soon as they are offloaded to a collec-
tion station. In Fig. 8, states , are needed as
in JUST_TTL, however, now new states , are
also necessary. The states represent packets remaining in
the system and at least one copy of the packet having been of-
floaded, while the states represent no packets having been
offloaded to a collection station. For example, a system in the
state could offload one of its copies and enter the state .
Next, the remaining copies might be shared with other whales,
entering the states and then . Once the system has left any
of the tilde states, , it cannot re-enter to a tilde state again.

For simplicity in notation, let , and let
for this and for the following

methods. We notice that the transition probability from the
state to the state is , since
this is the conditional probability that the packet has been

Fig. 8. FULL_ERASE Markov chain: collection stations mark packets to
discard.

shared, but not offloaded at that time-step. First, consider the
probabilities of the states , i.e., the states where
no collection station has yet received any copy of the packet.
These probabilities are the same for all of the FULL_ERASE,
the IMMUNE, the IMMUNE_TX, and the VACCINE cases.

for

for

Next, consider the states , which represent packets in the
system and at least one collection station having received a copy
of the packet.

for

for

for

C. Method 3: IMMUNE

In addition to the states of the previous cases, where the
collection station had not yet received any copy of the packet,
we need each state’s label to express not only the number of
packets, but also the number of identifiers (including full packet
and antipacket identifiers) present in the system. In these states

, indicates the number of entire packets in the system and
indicates the number of identifiers (packets + antipackets). This
means that when a system in state offloads a packet, it enters
state because the packet is discarded from the node when
the packet is offloaded, but its antipacket identifier is created and
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Fig. 9. IMMUNE Markov chain: collection stations mark packets for deletion,
but headers remain as antipackets.

retained in the system. Because of the complexity of the Markov
chain in this case, we show only a representative state in Fig. 9.

The states and their transition probabilities behave as in
the FULL_ERASE case, and after entering an state, the
system can never return to a tilde state, , again. The three
possible events and their corresponding transition probabilities,
when the system is in the state, are as follows.

• New whale is infected
In the previous method, the probability of transition from
state to represents a new whale infection in a
system with whales infected and whales suscep-
tible. In this method, antipackets are introduced, so a tran-
sition to begins with whales infected, but only

susceptible. Since only are susceptible, in-
stead of , the transition probability for this method is
reduced compared to the previous method by the factor of

.
• Infected whale is recovered

One of the whales which still have the entire packet may
pass by a collection station with probability and have the
packet discarded, keeping only the identifier, so the system
enters state .

• No event
With the remaining probability ,
the system stays in state .

We now write down the transition probabilities of the
states. First, we realize that only states with can have
nonzero probability. There cannot be more identifiers (packets
+ antipackets) than packets in the system, and if the system has
entered an state, then at least one of the packets must have
been offloaded.

For ,

and for other fixed ,

for

for

Fig. 10. IMMUNE_TX Markov chain: antipacket headers remain and are
back-propagated to previously infected whales.

For , all are the same as above, except for

Finally, we have not considered transitions from the states
to a state . In particular, for every , we need to add
the extra term .

D. Method 4: IMMUNE_TX

This scheme is very similar to the previous case and is rep-
resented by the same states, as seen in Fig. 10, but uses slightly
different transition probabilities. Again, the states behave as
above and after entering an state, the system can never return
to a tilde state, , again. The new infection events are the same
as in the IMMUNE case; only the recovery event is different.

• Infected whale is recovered
One of the whales which still have the content of the
packet may pass by a collection station with probability

or could also pass by one of the whales that carry
the packet. The spreading of the copies of an antipacket
is similar to the spreading of a packet. antipackets
exist and can be spread, so whales do not
carry the antipacket. We would expect that the probability
of spreading would be , however only of the

whales are able to receive the antipacket. Therefore, the
probability is reduced by the factor of , so

is the probability the system enters the state
.

• No event
With the remaining probability

, the system stays in state .

The states have the same probabilities as in the case of the
FULL_ERASE and the IMMUNE methods. The states have
the same probabilities as in the IMMUNE case, but there are
required terms that address the back propagation of antipackets
by the whales. For all , ,

where if is true, and otherwise.
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Fig. 11. VACCINE Markov chain: antipacket headers back-propagated to any
whales.

E. Method 5: VACCINE

In the previous cases, whales could only carry the immu-
nizing antipacket if they had carried the entire packet previously.
In this case, a whale that has not been previously infected with
the packet will become immune (store just the antipacket iden-
tifier) by receiving the antipacket from an immunized whale,
without ever being infected with the actual packet. This event is
represented by the transition probability

from the state to the state in Fig. 11, since
antipackets exist, and only are susceptible out of

the other whales. Receiving an antipacket without
ever having stored the actual packet represents a transition to the
state .

Therefore, the states have the same probabilities as in
the cases of the FULL_ERASE, the IMMUNE, and the IM-
MUNE_TX methods, and for all the extra
terms are as follows:

where if is true, and otherwise.

F. Average Number of Copies

We now proceed with the evaluation of the storage usage in
the system in the above five cases. In each of these cases, we
calculate the time-average of expected storage values over the
states. For example, in the three latter cases, the average number
of packets in the system is

Fig. 12. Expected storage required for 10 whales, varying probability of
delivery and indicating corresponding expiration times.

Recall that in some methods, there may be antipackets as well
as packet headers, so we must calculate the average number of
headers (packets + antipackets) separately:

These values are affected by the mobility and network
models, which are represented through the parameters

. In Fig. 12, , , ,
, , , ,

, and . Compiling the data for each
model, we calculated the average amount of storage for the
replicas of the packet and its antipacket identifiers for a given
time. Call this average storage value , where is
calculated for a desired probability of offloading, :

bytes

since packets in this application are 330 bytes long, consisting
of a 4-byte header and 326-byte packet contents. Identifiers
are assumed to be of the size of the packet header. Shown in
Fig. 12 is the parametrical plot of the average storage usage as
a function of the desired confidence (offloading probability),

. This figure also shows selected values of the
parameter, , in the JUST_TTL case. Notice that for methods
IMMUNE, IMMUNE_TX, and VACCINE the average storage
begins to decrease at high confidence level. This rather sur-
prising effect is due to the dependence of the confidence level
on . As the confidence level approaches 1, the necessary time

for the packet to remain in the system increases; eventually
as , increasing monotonically. In the

methods IMMUNE, IMMUNE_TX, and VACCINE the packet
identifiers prohibit the whales from storing a copy of the packet
again, so eventually as gets large, nearly all the whales
refuse storage of the packet, and the average required storage
is thereby reduced.

Using these five methods, we can also depict the storage-
delay tradeoff using SWIM. We fix the desired ,
then to reduce the delay, we increase the sharing of the packets
by increasing the density of whale tags in the system. Fig. 13 ex-
hibits the storage–delay tradeoff due to this increased sharing;
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Fig. 13. Storage–delay tradeoff of SWIM using the different methods of
discarding packets.

clearly, to achieve shorter delay, one must invest more storage
in the system.

Let us briefly discuss the complexities of these models.
The processing complexities of these algorithms are relatively
small, so we only consider the communication complexity.
We define this communication complexity as the number
of bits that need to be transmitted in the system so that the
protocol is successfully carried out. For all methods except
FULL_ERASE, the process is , that is, the whales will
receive a copy of an individual packet at most once, and (in the
latter cases) copy of an antipacket at most once. The situation is
different for FULL_ERASE, because a whale tag can offload its
packet copy and erase it, then receive a copy again. Therefore,
the only limiting factor on the number of transmissions in the
FULL_ERASE method is the , so the method is .

Let us consider the average efficiency of the different packet
discarding strategies in the SWIM system and define the concept
of an optimally-delivered packet. We say that a packet copy is
optimally-delivered, at a specific time, if it is the first packet
copy that is delivered to a collection station at that time. We will
call this packet . In a similar manner, we can define

as the packet copy that is offloaded within the ,
which has traveled the fewest number of hops (and therefore
its path used the least power in the system). We can also define

as the packet copy that is offloaded within the ,
but used the least storage if we consider only the copies that
followed that particular path to the destination.

We wish to compare the global resource consumption of
SWIM to the resource consumption of ideal algorithms which
would result in these optimal packets. Clearly, it is impossible
to know which packet copy will be optimal until the simulation
is actually completed, so in practice, we cannot achieve the ac-
tual resource consumption of these optimal packets. However,
conceptually, the optimal packets provide a lower bound for the
minimum resource consumption that we need in the system to
achieve desired performance. Furthermore, the optimal packets
can serve as benchmarks to normalize actual performance
metrics.

Many metrics could be used to compare the global resource
usage to the optimal case, but we choose to use power. Let the
global power metric be the sum of the number of times the
packet is copied between any two nodes and the number of

Fig. 14. Power metric of resource consumption ratio of the global compared
to the optT ime optimal packet.

nodes that transmit a packet copy to a collection station. The
optimal packet metric is defined similarly, but we only consider
the power used for the packets along the path followed by the
optimal copy and assume that there is no power used after the
optimal copy is offloaded. Therefore, the power metric for the
optimal node is the number of hops, , on the optimal path (
transmissions between nodes and one transmission to the sta-
tion).

For each of the methods of discarding packets, Fig. 14 graphs
the value of the fraction (global metric optimal metric) using
four different values for the of the packets. We see sim-
ilar trends in the graphs for all types of optimal packets, so we
discuss the graphs only. The system is less efficient in
terms of power for all methods of packet discarding if the
of the packets is larger. This is a very intuitive result. When we
allow more time for the packets to remain in the system (in-
creasing ), this allows for more opportunities to copy the
packet and to use resources after one of the copies is already
offloaded. Note that this graph shows the ratio of the global
metric to the optimal metric given that a packet is offloaded,
so the graph shows that there is more resource consumption for
larger , but is not representing the benefit of the larger
value.

For a particular , we can examine the relative power
usage of the different offloading strategies. We see that in
the strategies that use immunity, (IMMUNE, IMMUNE_TX,
VACCINE,) the power consumed is less than JUST_TTL and
FULL_ERASE. This is simply due to the fact that the an-
tipackets reduce the number of packet copies in the system for
the packets that have already been offloaded. IMMUNE_TX
is more efficient than IMMUNE, since IMMUNE_TX is more
effective in reducing the number of copies of offloaded packet.
VACCINE reduces the number of offloaded packet copies even
more than IMMUNE_TX, but it does not have larger efficiency
because it spends more energy on transmitting antipackets to
all nodes.

VII. REPRESENTING THE ENTIRE SYSTEM

The previous sections describe methods for sharing and dis-
carding the copies of a single packet. Here, we study proper-
ties of the entire system, where each whale tag generates unique
packets periodically, then passes and/or discards each of them
following the previous schemes.
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Equipped with the mean storage requirement for each in-
dividual packet, , it is reasonably easy to compute
the mean storage requirement per whale (in kB) for the entire
system, kB/packet , since each
packet is assumed to have the size of 330 bytes or 330/1024 kB.
This does not, however, provide an indication of the variance of
the number of packets stored on each whale tag. If an attempt
is made to send packets, but the receiver buffer is full, then all
such new packets are dropped. We can account for this dropping
probability as a reduction in , the probability of successful of-
floading in the single packet model, but we would like this re-
duction to be small, so that there is not much additional loss
of packets.17 This is achieved by increasing the buffer size, so
the probability of the buffer overflowing is very small. In par-
ticular, we calculate the expected mean storage, , then include
additional storage to safeguard against overflow, where the addi-
tional storage is relative to the variance of the buffer occupancy,

. For example, we could choose the size of the buffers to be
or . The example shown later in Fig. 16 chooses

buffer sizes as and leads to a probability of packet dropping
of 15%. If we increase the additional storage amount and make
the buffers larger at the nodes, then the delay is reduced, be-
cause there are more copies of each packet in the system (since
fewer copies need to be overwritten due to the finite buffer size).
However, now the storage increases and so does the energy to
transmit more packets.

To be able to determine , we need the probability distri-
bution of the number of packets in each whale tag , , in the
infinite buffer case. To assist us in the solution of , we model
the system as an imaginary global queue that, at each point in
time, contains all the packets present in the system. In partic-
ular, let represent the number of all the copies
of all the different packets in the system, i.e., the number of
packets in the global queue. However, due to the complex nature
of the global queue, we employ an approximation: we assume
that the arrival of all the copies of a packet to the global queue
occurs at the time of the original packet creation, rather than at
times when the packet is actually replicated from one whale to
another. This is a conservative approximation for the purpose
of evaluation of the variance of , since in reality the arrival
of the copies of a packet will be spread in time, reducing the
variance. We further assume that the number of replicas of the
packet to arrive to the global queue is the maximum number of
the packet copies present in the system for a particular run. For
the JUST_TTL case, packets are replicated when they are shared
between whales, but are not removed from the system until the
expiration time. Thus, at time , the number
of copies of a unique packet in the system is a maximum. Using
other methods, the maximum number of packets may occur at
values smaller than .

A. Simulating the Global Queue

The steady state of the global queue can be calculated em-
pirically through simulation, where the simulation generates
packets periodically for every whale in the system, given the

17If p is reduced, there are fewer transmissions overall, so the energy is re-
duced, but the delay increases.

set of periods and their offsets in time. Let be a random
variable representing the distribution of the number of packets
in the system at time . Let be the time at which the
expected value, , is maximal. In the simulation, random
numbers are sampled from the distribution to provide
the size of the batch arrivals, described below Section VII-B.

is a random variable, representing the number of
copies in the system when the expected number of copies is
maximal. The batch of packet copies sampled from the
distribution is added to the global queue, , as soon as the
original packet is generated and all existing copies are removed
at time . We see that by using a stochastic value sampled
from , we are conservatively estimating the number of
copies and modeling a situation where all of these copies exist
in the system for the entire time . Clearly, the number
of copies is , since at most all the whales
can be infected with the packet. After the simulation ends, the
sample mean and sample variance of the number of packets in
the global queue at steady-state are calculated.

B. On the Theory of the Global Queue

Alternatively, we can also calculate the theoretical solution
of the global queue, with the same batch arrivals of size sam-
pled from the distribution. The arrivals remain in the
system for the entire time . When the number of whale
tags is moderately large and the arrival processes of new packets
at different tags have slightly different periods, the arrivals of
groups of packets act like a Poisson queue with batch arrivals.
The system is said to have infinitely many servers, since all the
packets are “served” at the same time,18 meaning that all packets
enter the system immediately and can be shared or offloaded
at any time-step. A Poisson queue with batch arrivals involves
groups of customers which reach servers with i.i.d. exponen-
tially distributed interarrival times. The numbers of customers in
these groups is determined by the distribution function .
The service times in this case are deterministic (i.e., constant
time ). Finally, since there are infinitely many servers avail-
able, customers never have to wait in the global queue, i.e., the
only delay is due to the deterministic service time.

Let us first consider a Markov chain for the arrivals only and
incorporate the service times afterward. The chain of arrivals
represents a pure birth process with “batch births” and with
states: 0, 1, 2, 3, . These states represent the total number
of customers (packets) in the system. The arrival of a new set of
customers is represented by a transition to a higher numbered
state. These are transitions between state and , where is
a discrete random variable with distribution , and repre-
sents the birth (arrival) of a batch of size .

C. Chain With Batch Arrivals

Let represent the probability that customers are in the
system at time . Assume that the largest possible batch size is
and let be the rate of arrival of the batches. The probability of a
batch containing customers is represented by , where
for , and the Markov chain representing the system is

18Service time is the time during which a packet resides on a tag. Since we
assume that all packets are created at the time of the original packet generation,
all service times are equal to T .
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Fig. 15. Poisson batch arrival process.

shown in Fig. 15. We write the following differential equations
representing the rate of change of the states’ probabilities:

(3)

and for all ,

(4)

where we assume that
otherwise.

From (4), we are able to solve for immediately, i.e.,
. This is then substituted into (4) and

using an integrating factor, we solve for . Iteratively, we
calculate . Below, we list the solution of the first
four of these probabilities:

We see an obvious pattern in related to combinatorics.
Consider, for example, . It has five terms, each related
to different partitions of the number 4 into its additive terms:

. The
first partition has four 1’s. Each of those 1’s corresponds to
the probability of a 1-step Poisson transition, and we can
say that has the frequency of 4 in this term. This corre-
sponds to the Poisson factor in the solu-
tion for . Since it has no 2-step transitions, there is the
factor in this term as well. Sim-
ilarly, absence of 3-step or 4-step transitions give and

factors in this term. This means that the resulting term
is . The next partition is , so has
frequency 2, has frequency 1, and and each have fre-
quency 0. This results in the corresponding term

Methods of efficiently finding these partitions exist, but we omit
further discussion on this topic due to space limitation. By re-
lating each of these partitions to a term in the equation for the
probability using the method described above, we were
able to relatively simply determine the values, which rep-
resent the sought probabilities of customers arriving into the
queue by time .

Fig. 16. Mean storage present per whale with error bars indicating one
standard deviation for a 10-whale system.

D. Poisson Batch Arrivals With Service

Let represent the probability that customers are being
served at time in a system with Poisson batch arrivals and
deterministic service time . Equipped with the probabilities

for the Poisson batch arrival process, finding these ,
for all , is particularly easy.

If , then all batch arrivals still remain in the system
at time , because their service time would not have elapsed.
Thus, . Alternatively, if , then any arrivals
before time would already have been serviced, so we
consider only customer arrivals in . Since this process
is stationary, this value is the same as the number of customers
arriving in . Therefore,

if
if

Clearly, we consider to be the steady state
probabilities of the numbers of packets in the system. The above
is, indeed, a solution of the batch-arrival M/D/ queue.

E. Packet Distributions in the Tags

By assuming that all of the buffers are i.i.d. with respect to the
number of packets they carry, we can simply divide the batch-
arrival M/D/ queue solution by the number of whales to find
the distribution of the number of packets on each individual tag.
This provides not only the mean number of packets on a tag,
which is already known from the single packet Markov chain,
but any quantile that the designer wishes to use in order to ensure
that the buffers at nodes could handle some level of variance
without overflowing.

Fig. 16 compares the numbers of packets in the 10-whale
system for the four different evaluation methods de-
scribed earlier. The random mobility pattern is assumed.
The first method (Single Packet MC) uses the indi-
vidual packet Markov chain to find and then
estimates the total storage usage in kilobytes through

kB/packet , de-
scribed earlier, to give a somewhat conservative estimate of
the mean number of packets in the system, . All of the other
curves measure storage by considering the entire system at
once, choosing the total buffer sizes to be . This leads to
a probability of packet blocking of 15%.
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The second metric (Empirical Steady-State) is the average
number of packets on a tag measured in simulation of multiple
packets in steady state. This is an empirical measurement of the
actual number of packets in the system, rather than the con-
servative estimate used in the other methods. For this reason,
the curve of the second metric is lower than the other curves.
The third metric (Global Queue Simulation) uses the simula-
tion of the global queue with batch arrivals with distribution

. Finally, the fourth metric (Global Queue Model) cal-
culates the probabilities analytically using the batch Poisson
method with deterministic service times. All of these values are
divided by the number of whales in the system to provide a value
of storage per whale. The latter three methods also provide con-
fidence intervals of one standard deviation, since these methods
supply the entire distribution of the number of packets stored in
the system. By comparing these models, we conclude that the
Global Queue Model gives a sufficiently good approximation
to reality and thus could be used to estimate the queue variance,
without using the more sophisticated mathematical model and
without resorting to simulations.

By adding one standard deviation of the storage distribu-
tion on a whale tag to its mean, and since the global queue
estimate is a conservative one,19 we can ensure that the packet
loss in the queues on the nodes is not too high, so that it
does not contribute significantly to the overall loss of packets
vis-á-vis the offloading confidence level. Using this estimate,
the storage usage per whale for JUST_TTL is 4.77 kB/whale,
for FULL_ERASE is 1.89 kB/whale, for IMMUNE is 1.73
kB/whale, for IMMUNE_TX is 1.54 kB/whale and for VAC-
CINE is 1.53 kB/whale. Of course, if a higher degree of
protection is necessary, than one could add more than one
standard deviation of the storage distribution in the calculation
of the size of the buffer.

We conclude that even when accounting for the variability in
the tag’s queue, the storage requirements remain quite reason-
able for a practical implementation.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented and evaluated a new commu-
nication paradigm, the Shared Wireless Infostation Model. As
opposed to established links, as in a cellular network, SWIM
creates what we referred to as virtual links in a network. SWIM
exploits mobility in the system, producing those virtual links to
offload data when a node is close to a collection station. The vir-
tual links are realized by physical links when nodes come into
close contact, to cooperatively propagate information to the des-
tinations through replication of the information on the network
nodes.

This communication paradigm has a broad range of applica-
tions, such as in the area of telemetry collection and sensor net-
works. It could be used for animal tracking systems, for medical
applications with small sensors to propagate information from
one part of the body to another or to an external machine, and
to relay traffic or accident information to the public through the

19The global queue estimate is conservative, since it assumes addition of all
the copies at the packet origination time and estimates the number of copies
based on the maximum number of copies in the system.

vehicles themselves (e.g., for AMBER alert to relay information
regarding missing children to electronic billboards in an area),
as well as many other applications. We have chosen to exemplify
SWIM using the problem of biological data acquisition from a
whale tracking system.

We first analyzed lifetimes of packets in the whale system by
equating the propagation of one packet to the propagation of a
single infectious disease. Using the theoretical distribution of
packet lifetimes provided here, a researcher should be able to
choose parameters of the system, so that a large fraction of the
data is retrieved before the tags are rejected and lost. Further-
more, we examined the storage usage on each tag in the sharing
system and developed mathematical models for five different
methods of discarding obsolete packets. Comparing a system of
five whale tags to one with 40, we observe that sharing reduces
the delay by a factor of 4.6 compared to the non-sharing case.
Using the simplest technique to discard packets, this reduction
in delay increases the mean storage requirement space by 75%.
However, by discarding packets wisely using the more compli-
cated VACCINE method, this reduction in delay requires a mean
storage increase of only 14% compared to the non-sharing case.

Finally, the variance of the occupancy of the tag queues is
important for the buffer sizing, so that only a small fraction of
the packets is lost due to statistical variation in the queues. We
found a conservative estimate not only of the mean storage re-
quirement on a whale tag, but of the entire distribution of the
packets at any time , including the steady state. We have shown
that by using SWIM to share and offload packets and to discard
packet copies wisely, it is possible in many cases to significantly
reduce delay of data acquisition with only a moderate increase
in storage requirements, even when accounting for variations in
node’s queue size.
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